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Abstract
Numerical investigation was. done-for steady state laminar mixed convection 

.and thermally and hydrodynamic fullydevelopedflow through horizontal re"loiig"io, a!,ct including ri/"uir'ro* with two cases'of time periodic boundarycondition' Jirst case on the rectanguto, ,ltt rt it" keeping ,Zr, *oil irrtant and other on both the rectangurar ductand core walls' The used.governiig tquorn^ qre continuity, momentum_and energt equations. These equations arenormalized and solved using tle rortiiitv-striamfuncti* r1ri rnf i",ii'rirya g.""rdinaies (B.F.c) methods. TheJinitedffirence approach with tie tine su,c"Jrsru," orir-n mation (LSoi; method r, ,r.a to oitoin att the computationalresults' The (B'F'C) method is used to g"nnrot, the grid 
"f 

th,"';;;;i*,. n ro^our", orogram (Fortran 90) is buitt tocalculate the Nusselt nuyfT^(u! irSiriai"ttot". Theituid i'ranitt'numbey is.0.z, f;yreigi number (rsRasr06),Revnolds number (13Rea2000)' ry ryi yi"ir-o7p*1*"ir1r r;";;;;;;, resurts show thai th,it:ime periodic boundarycondition enhance heat transfer' It is also"iicated in the resurts ii, lrro, transfer from the surface of the circreexceeds that ofthe rectangre duct. Comparisotis'with other researchr;;i;., good agreement.

Introduction
A fully developed mixed convection laminar flowphenomenon occurs in a wide ,ung" oi"ngineering
applications such as heat, exchangei, solar collector,
electronic equipment and similai a"lri""r. For thispurpose various investigations have been performed inthe literature under different boundary 

-aiJ^operating

conditions in order to maximize the h# transfe. unde.
:pjiry channel geometries. rUuny 

"rtJiirn"O rnoO"t,
rn tne llteratures explore the distributions ofvelocity andtemperature as well as the heat transfer coefficients
between the walls of the ducts and the norv. atflrouglr,
different shapes of ducts ate 

"o..trriy 

-'ur"a 
inengineering problems, most of the attention oi."r"ur"h",

has been given to the flow inside a pipe or f"t*""n ,*oplates or rectangular ducts[yang -A'Bf"aiu.\-i;Sf t

fMakinde. and Gbolagad e, 2005] investigated the second
lu* anatysis of a laminar flow of a viscousincompressible fluid through an inclineJ chinnel withisothermal walls. Analytical solution, for-rn" nuiAvelocity and ,temperature were constructed and theexpressions for the entropy generation rate andirreversibility ratio were outiineo-wtri"r, ,no* that theheat transfer irreversibility dominates 

"il"*-;i; 
channelcenterline. A perturbation analysis of"omUTn"J free andforced laminar convection in a iitted 

"ttipti"-"vtina", *u,c-a_rried out by [Bello-Ochende and ea"g"", r.jdjl.
[Nazrul et. a1., 2001] performed u"--*."ri.a unaexperimental investigaiion of steaOy iu.iL .i""Aconvection heat transfer in horizontal con""niii. annuli.The thermal boundary condition chosen i, tt ui o}unifo..near lux at the inner wall and an adiabatic outer wall. itis observed that the Nusselt numbers in the-ent.ance
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region are 80-150% greater than the corresponding pure
forced convection values.
[Raed, 2007] investigate the steady state laminar mixed
convection and radiation through inclined rectangular
duct with a varied position circular tube numerically for a
hydrodynimacally fully developed flow. A thermal
boundary condition of a constant wall temperature is
considered. The whole operation of heat transfer inside
the channel and the effect of duct inclination angle,
radiation and heat generation are studied. The results
show generally, Nu will be increased with increasing Ra,
radiation, inclination angle and heat generation but it is
decreased with geometry ratio and Re increase.
Numerical investigations of unsteady natural convection
heat transfer through a fluid saturated porous media in
inclined pipe enclosure are studied by [Mohammad,
2008]. The boundary conditions used are insulated upper
and lower ends and two cases for the wall; constant wall
temperature and sinusoidal varying temperature. The
results show that the heat transfer increases with
increasing of Rayleigh number, angle of inclination and
time. For the time periodic boundary condition case, the
temperature increases with amplitude and change its
behavior with the change of period and hot regions
formed with the increase of amplitude.

Experimental Work
The steady state laminar mixed convection through
horizontal rectangular duct including circular core with
two cases of time periodic boundary condition is
investigated numerically for a thermally and
hydrodynamic fully developed flow. The schematic
drawing of the geometry and the Cartesian coordinate
system employed in solving the problern is shown in
Fig.(l).
The flow is accurate between the circular core and the
rectangular duct (Annulus). This annulus is symmetrical
about Y-axis (a/ax =0). The width and height of the
channel are W and H respectively. The diameter and
radius ofcore are D and R respectively and the hydraulic
diameter is dH:

Axial conduction and radiation are assumed negligible
following [Yang and Ebadian, 1991].
Governing Equations:
The governing equations are [Adegun and Bello' 20041:

Continuity Equation

6 v - 0 (2)0 u- +
0 x 0 y

Momentum Transport Equation
The momentum transport ecjuations in the x, y and z
directions are respectively:

0 u  A u  I A D  ^ )
U - + V - = - - L + V  N I t  ( J . l

Ax Ay p4x

Ay  Av  l dp
u ; -+v  - -= - '  - 1  +v  t u -F  g (T* - r )  cos l  ( 4 )

Ax Ay pfu

Aw Aw ldp
u-7-*v; - - - - -+v &r- f  g(7, - r )  s in)"  (5)

ox oy poz

Energy Transport Equation
In the absence of energy sources and viscous ener5/
dissipation, the energy equation for steady flow, with
radiation incorporated is:

aT aT ar ( a'r a2r\u ! + v ! + w ! - a l l , + l  , l  t 6 l
ox oy oz \ dr- oy- )

Normalization Parameters
The variables in the governing equations and boundat-r
conditions are transformed to dimensionless formula I
employing the following transformation parameters :

x = + .
clH

Y =  !  .  Z =  
Z

dH dH

,  4 A  2 ( H L  -  n R ' )
"  p *  ( H + L + n R )

( l )

11 =4-o- ,
vThe fluid properties are assumed to be constant except for

density variation with temperature resulting in the
secondary flows generated by the buoyancy forces. The
axial (z) direction is shown in Fig. (l) and is the
predominant direction for the fluid flow. The flow is

laminar, and viscous dissipation effects are neglected.

'=;;w"t'=D'ffi;a' o=ft

'=+'#=-#* T=ff i

v =ud, , y4, =!!-"-
v v

,  Pr=L
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L I  = o v  v  = - o v
AY AX

After eliminating the pressure terms in the two
momentum equations in X and Y directions by cross
differentiation and using vorticity-stream function
method, the goveming equations in the dimensionless
form become:

)ry )at Ro cosl 66
AY Ax

Numerical Methods
Numerical Grid Generation:
The elliptic transformation technique which was
originally proposed by [tr'letcher, 1988] is applied to
generate the curvilinear grid for dealing with the irregular
cross sections. The transformation functions
{ * S*ff, f}*ald r: * lt'{H" }'} are obtained to
accommodate the irregular shape by solving the
following partial differential equations:(7)

( ^ ' t  ^ )  \
oa o(D I o-O o-O I

= l - + _  |
ax ay laxz ay2 )

( a'o a2e\ w
|  _ + _  I _ _

lax2 ar2 ) Pr

Re

vdu

AXPr

Stream X'unction Equation

- , = * * *  ( 8 )
ax" aY'

Axial Momentum Equation

ry,% -PxY, =( ry.+l*+n* R"jin Q-e1 p1
aY ax ax ay lax, ay, ) pr \'

#.#=GG"t)

#.#=s(q"t)

( 1 1 )

(t2)

}ry 00 _)ry 00
AY AX AX AY

The boundary conditions applicable to these equations
are [Adegun and Bello, 2004]:

(l) At the inlet ofthe ducr (Z: 0):

U =V =l[/ =V = 0 (No slip condition)

0 = 0 . 5 ,  W =

(2) At the walls:

U  = V  = L /  = V , /  = 0

Casel  0=l+asin(2m/ i )
rectangular duct wall

0 =l circular core wall

Case2 0:l+ a sin(2m/i1)
rectangular duct wall

0 :l+ a sin (2mli) circular core wall

(at symmetry line)

(10)

Where G and S are two functions and are defined to
artificially adjust the density of the grid locally. Using the
curvilinear grid obtained, the goveming eq. (7) to (10)
and the boundary conditions are then discretized and
solved in the computation domain #-,q3. tn this work, an
(81 X 6l) grid in the transformed domain {€ g ryi it
adopted. Fig. (2) shows typical grid generated for the
channel cross section. The grid systems have been
properly adjusted to be orthogonal locally at the
boundaries. The grid generation technique used is
standard and well accepted. Therefore, further description
about this technique would not give here.
By using this method, the following general equation can
be used to generate all the governing --equations (7-10) in
computational coordinate's formula:

.tdvrOt-wa[r)=Q6r+ofi ,+arf o-2BrQEr+r4r)+suf 1rz1
Where S represent the general variable which may be ro,
W or 0 and su is the source term.

F inite Difference X'ormulation:
The three-point central difference formula is applied to
all the derivatives. Each ofthe governing equations can
be rewritten in a general form as:

(14)
Where:

ap Q, i) = 2("4,11 * y 6,,11
orQ, i )= af t . i ) -  B
o , Q , i ) =  a 1 Q , i ) +  B

o,Q,i)  = rQ,i)-  c
o 'Q, i )=  rQ. j )+  C

I

P.

AW

AX
0atA0 dry

AX AX AX
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su(ri=-ffi(hnjn) - ft t.1 -t) - fr -t i *r) + ft ai -t1) +'4,iY Q,i)

In the equations above i andj indicate to the points ofthe
grid in the generalized coordinates S xard q respectively.
As pointed out in [Anderson, 1984] the Relaxation
method can be employed for the numerical solution of the
eq. (8). For this study, the LSOR method [Fletcher, l98g
and Anderson, 19841 is used to solve equations (7,9 and
l0). The convergence criterion for the inner iteration
(Enoq,) of $ is l0-a and for the outer iteration (Errorou,)
of Sb is l0-ro, where:

Err or,n = 2lo rQ. i) + r Q. ib V A,il

Lr// (,,\ - w'(!jl - w'i'tl
' \.'J ' 

RP

Where RP is the over - Relaxation factor and equal 1.1
and fi represents the number of iterations. The outer
iteration is checked only for *1 as follow:

Errorou, =*#< lo-ro

oot
Nr,  = - ,  An l ' -

" \r- er)

Evaluation of Heat Transfer:
The peripheral heat transfer is defined through the
conduction referenced Nusselt number as:

Local Nusselt number
The peripheral local Nusselt number on the walls of the
channel is computed from:

' =Q r,,r Yl-.d;ta -, e,,)) f
1 "

N u ^ . = : l N u , d s

, =(-' 6,,y vlo-l:tlo-l -, O, r) I

( le)

Where s is represents the length of the wetted perimac
in the rectangular duct and circular core.
The mean Nusselt number (Nu) is a
average heat transfer over the intemal
rectangular duct and the outer surface
configuration. It is computed from
equation:

Nu = C" Nu" + C,Nu,

measure of
surface of -'r

of the circular
the following

(20)

Where, Cs Nu6 is a measure of average heat transfer from
the outer surface of the circular core while C. Nu,
corresponds to heat transfer from the internal surface of
the rectangular duct. Cc and Cr are the perimetric ratios
for the heat transfer and are defined as [Adegun and
Bello,2004l:

Where n represent the dimensionless normal outward
direction.
The mean Nusselt number on the wall of the rectangular
duct and circular core is obtained by using Simpson's
rule:

to lost its uniformity and an increase in heat transfer i
shown at the surface of the circular core. Fizures
illustrate the isotherms and streamlines for Ra:106
Re:1000 and 2000 for casel and case2 respectively. Li
clear from figures that the increase ofRe cause a
convective flow and a strong buoyancy effect and
increase in temperature will be indicated.

(1 s)

(16)

(r7)

(l 8)

ER
u -  = -

"  H + L + n r R

which indicates a strong buoyancy effect from the
instant of process. The effect of amplitude on
convective fluid is shown in Figures (6-7) and it is
that the increase in amplitude because the isotherm

C , =

Results and Discussion
Isotherms and Streamlines
Figures (2-3) and Figures (4-5) illustrate the isotherm
and streamlines for different values of dimensionles
period 4 and constant dimensionless time r' for Ra=l0e
and Ra=104 respectively. These figures show that tb
decrease in 4 and increase in Ra will increase tb
intensity and the value of stream function and tb
temperature of the fluid and enhance the heat transfu
because the heat transferred to the cylinder is very high I
the beginning ofheating and this is clear in contour plc

H + L
H + L + n R
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Effect of Ra
Figures (10-ll) and Figures (12-13) for Ra:105 and
Ra:I0'respectively show the effect of increasing Ra and
Re on Nu for casel and case2. Nu decrease with
increasing of Re until Re:l000 then increase this indicate
that the velocity opposite its direction in early times, but
the increasing of Ra means an increase in temperature
and velocity which in tum increase Nu. Figures (14-15)
show that heat transfer increase for casel where the
periodic boundary condition applied for the rectangular
duct only and enhanced more for case2 where the
periodic boundary condition applied for both the
rectangular duct and the cylindrical core walls. From the
comparison of the present work with other research
Figures (16-17) illustrate that an increase in heat transfer
is.clear for the present work compared with [Raed, 2007]
who take constant wall temperatures boundary condition;
for both the rectangular duct and the cylindrical core..

Conclusions
1. For the first time, Trichodermq harizanum and

Pleurotus ostreatus were proven through this study to
be considered hydrocarbon degrading microorganisms.

2.Trichoderma harizanum which is known as biological
control and fertilizer called "Al-Tahadi" is proved to
have an important role in this biotreatment according to
the activity ofproducing extra cellular enzl.rnes.

3.The suitability of using different cheap and available
agricultural wastes substrate in the cultivation of
Pleurotus ostreqtus will lead to the use of this fungus
in wide range of biological treatment or control.

4.The used biotreatment can be considered as an
effective treatment option since most of used materials
at incubation and growth of microorganisms were
available and cheap.

5. Specific local conditions can affect the biological
activity. For example, certain levels of temperature
degrees can limit all microbial activity and reduce the
rate ofhydrocarbon biodegradation. The study showed
that the optimum humidity and temperature were l5 to
35 Yo and20 to 40- C respectively.

6.The best hydrocarbon degradation occurred by using
the two microorganisms together with 5yo by weight
concentration ratio and with nutrient addition (5% by
weight nutrient concentration and CA{/p:100/50/10 as
nutrients components ratio). Here the best average of
total petroleum hydrocarbon degradation was 205
ppm/day.
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Fig. (l) Schematic of the problem Geometrv

Level Stream
15 0.000138023
14  0 .000111806
13 8.55902E-05
12 5.9374E-05
11 3.31579E-05
10 6.94167E-06
I -1.92745E-05
8 -4.54907E-05
7 -7.17069E-0s
6 -9.79231E-05
5 -0.000124139
4 -0.000150355
3 -0.000176572
2 -0.000202788
1 -0.000229004

Fig. 2 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra=l03
Rel and r'=0.02,f1=0.01 and a:0.8
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Level Stream
15 5.72847E-05
14 1.66972E-05
13 -2.38904E-05
12 -6.4478E-05
11 -0.000105066
'10 -0.000145653
9 -0.000186241
8 -0.000226828
7 -0.000267416
6 -0.000308003
s -0.000348s91
4 -0.000389179
3 -0.000429766
2 -0.000470354
1 -0.000510941

Fig. 3 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra:10'
Rrl and r' :0.02, r1:0.005and a:0.8

Fig.4 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra:lOa
Re:l and r'=0.02, {=0.01 and a=0.8

Level Stream
15 0.00316892
't4 0.00279008
13 0.00241125
12 0.00203242
11 0.00165359
10 0.00127475
I 0.00089592
I 0.000517087
7 0.000138254
6 -0.000240578
5 -0.000619411
4 -0.000998244
3 -0.00137708
2 -0.00175591
1 -0.00213474
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Level Temp.
15 1.00146
14 1.00089
13 1.00032
12 0.999758
11 0.999192
10 0.998626
9 0.99806
8 0.997494
7 0.996928
6 0.996362
5 0.995795
/+ 0.995229
3 0.994663
2 0.994097
1 0.9S531

Level Stream'ts 0.0@527473
14 0.0001 18822
13 {.000289828
12 -0.000698478
11 -0.00110713
10 4.00151578
9 -0.00192443
I {.00233308
7 -0.00274173
6 -0.00315038
5 -0.00355903
4 -0.00396768
3 -0.00437633
2 -0.00478498' 
1 {.00519363

Level Stream
15 0.000454116
14 0.000414138
13 0.000374161
12 0.000334183
11 0.000294205
10 0.ooo254227
9 0.00021425
I 0.000174272
7 0.000134294
6 9.43165E-05
5 5.43387E_05
4 1.4361E-05
3 -2.56168E-05
2 -6.55945E_05
1 -0.000105572

Fig.5 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel.Ra:l0a
Re=l and r':0.02, ft:0.05 and a:0.8

Fig.6 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra=I03
Re:l and r- 4.02,n=0.01 anda4.2
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Level Stream
15 0.000215497
14 0.00019277
13 0.000170043
12 0.000147317
11 0.00012459
10 0.000101863
I 7.91368E-05
I  5.64101E-05
7 3.36834E-05
6 1.09567E-05
5 -1.17699E-05
4, -3.44966E-05
3 -5.72233E-05
2 -7.99499E-05
1 -0.000102677

Fig.7 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra:10'
Re:l and r' :0.02, 11:0.01 and a:0.4

Fig.8 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra:105
Re=1000 and r' =0.02, r'1:0.0land a:0.8
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Fig.9 The Isotherms and Streamlines for case2,Ra=105
Re:I000 and, t' =0.02,11:0.0land a={.g

Fig.l0 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra=106
R l 000 and r' :0.02,q=0.0land a=0.8
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Fig.l1 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra:106
Re:2000 and r- :0.02,4:0.01 and a=0.g

12 The Isotherms and Streamlines for casel,Ra:106
Re:2000 and, r' :0.02,11:0.0land a:g.g

$
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Fig.l3 The Isotherms and Streamlines for case2,Ra=l0"
Re:2000 andr' =0.02, r1:0.01and a{.8
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Fig.16 a Comparison ofThe Variation of Nu with Re fr
Different Ra With Other research
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Fig. 14 the Variation ofNu with Ra for Different Re
(Casel)
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Fig. 15 the Variation ofNu with Ra for Different Re
(Case2)
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Fig.17 a Comparison of The Variation of Nu with Ra
Different Re with Other research

Level Siream
15 5.72A47E-O5
14 1.66972E-05
'13 -2.38904E-05
12 -4.4474E-O5
11 -0.000105066
10 -0.000145653
I -0.000186241
I -0.000226828
7 -0.000267416
6 -0.000308003

-0.00034859 1
-0.000389179
-0.000429766
-0.000470354
-0.000510941

1O@O s 10O0OO 1OOOOOO
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